Unexpected Strong Thermally Induced Phonon Energy Shift for Mapping Local Temperature.
Measuring temperature in nanoscale is crucial for the research and development of microelectronic devices. Plasmon resonance has been utilized to map local temperature gradient in metallic materials (Al) due to their large coefficients of thermal expansion. However, most semiconductors (including Si and SiC) possess much smaller coefficients of thermal expansion due to their strong covalent bonding in crystal structure, for which the plasmon-based temperature measurement becomes unreliable. Here, we report an unexpected strong, thermally induced phonon energy shift in SiC by spatially resolved vibrational spectroscopy in transmission electron microscopy with in situ heating, demonstrating that this shift can be applied as a useful tool for measuring nanoscale temperature. When a bulk phonon spectrum is used, the spatial resolution of vibrational spectroscopy can be as high as one nanometer. Molecular dynamics simulations reveal that lattice expansion only contributes a small fraction of phonon energy shift and that vibrant motions away from the bonds are predominate factors. This study gains deeper insight into the understanding of dynamic behaviors of the phonon and provides a new avenue to measure local temperature in nanodevices.